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Abstract.
The contemporary workspace has been redefined through the evolution
of technology. Seemingly, the employee of today has no need for the traditional
office space, work can be done at any location that has a wireless internet
connection. Thus, the office has become more of a symbolic work environment,
providing communicative exchange. The contemporary workspace of today is
designed to benefit the employee and promote satisfaction within the work
environment. This thesis argues that contemporary workspace design promotes
the benefits of communication, productivity and the well-being of employees.
Additionally, this thesis provides and overview of what the contemporary
workspace entails today and the design measures taken to create an attractive
work environment. Accordingly, this thesis displays how workspace design uses
strategic methods to benefit the physical work environment and influence the
psychological perception of space.

Design measures such as spatial

arrangement, lighting, noise control and color, portray the effects of workspace
design on employees. This thesis uses case study analysis to display the effects
of these measures and their use. Overall, contemporary workspace design has
progressed to fulfill the changing needs of employees with the technological
advances of today.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
During the last decade, our workplace has undergone an evolution through the
progression of society. With advanced technology and more independent
professionals, the social environment of a work space has changed. Instead of using
fixed workplaces so-called “work nomads” can fulfill their workload at almost any
location with an internet connection. As early as 1994, Freimann already stated that
“people work wherever they can pitch a laptop” (Freiman 1994). The rise of young
progressive companies in “the new economy” (van Meel 2001, Danielson 2013) has
led to the redefinition of the contemporary work environment. The “work nomad” finds
himself in new corporations such as start-ups and co-working offices.
With the progression of technology, society has developed new business
ventures, changing the environmental psychology of employees. The employees of
this office typology do not necessarily need the conjunction of an office space. Selfproclaimed “futurologist” Alvin Toffler predicted that corporations would work in “officeless environment(s)” in the 21st century (Eslbach, Bechky 2007, 80). With the changing
needs of employees today, contemporary workspace design has advanced to keep up
the pace. The “office” has become an attractive symbol for “workplace fun”, increasing
engagement between employees and thus promoting teamwork (Baldry, Hallier 2009,
1-35). Contemporary workspace design has focused on the benefits of communication,
creativity and productivity in an office environment. However, the changing needs of
employees prompt a number of design challenges. The measures taken to enhance
the perceived work environment of employees regarding their job satisfaction, have
developed with the progression of the technology driven society. These measures are
explored throughout this thesis to enhance existing knowledge and speculate about
the future of contemporary workspace design.
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1.2 Research Questions and Objectives
This thesis aims to answer the research question: What are the benefits of
contemporary workspace design and how are they utilized? With more hoteling and
home workers contemporary workspace design has developed new views in terms of
what is necessary to fulfill the needs of employees today (Danielson 2013, 167-180).
The four walls of a cubicle have been abandoned (Stone, Luchetti 1985, 102) and
trends such as open-plan concepts are slowly but surely fading. Accordingly, the
question emerges: if employees’ needs as well as office design have progressed to
the point that the so called “office” has become obsolete, is there still the need for an
office space?
The answer is that the office has become more of a symbol rather than a
necessity. Workspaces are sources of informal information sharing and mentoring
through the exchange of ideas (Eslbach, Bechky 2007, 85), which in return forces
creative learning. Nonetheless, the question remains: What are the benefits of
workspace design regarding the attraction of employees today? In addition, what
measures are taken to create a successful office setting? Moreover, if contemporary
workspaces have become more of an “emotional home” (Eslbach, Bechky 2007, 90)
for employees, what makes an office setting successful?
This thesis examines the benefits of workspace design and the effect on the
well-being of employees. Workspace design promotes the benefit of a productive work
environment, whereby spatial arrangement and design elements can be used to create
an attractive work environment that motivates job satisfaction, ultimately resulting in
increased productivity. Accordingly, the contemporary workspace benefits the
psychological environment of employees.
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1.3 Research Design and Methods
In order to examine the benefits of contemporary workspace design, this thesis
will first examine design approaches towards workspaces. This thesis focuses on two
major design approaches: lean office design and activity based working (ABW).
Another method used throughout this thesis is case study analysis, whereby the
different approaches to the work environment can be analyzed based on different
workspace designs. The analysis will focus on the themes of layout, lighting,
noise/acoustics and color. The outcome of the analysis will provide an overview of
what methods have been used to create a successful office environment that is
beneficial to its users. Through the collected data a design proposal for the
Weissbierbrauerei in Berlin is formed. The design proposal demonstrates a possible
spatial arrangement displaying the benefits of workspace design and the innovative
use of space. In addition, the Weissbierbrauerei will potentially host the architecture
office Herzog & De Meuron. An interview with Herzog & De Meuron Associate Yasmin
Kherad will act as an additional source to understand what functional, contemporary
workspace design can entail. Overall, this thesis aims to underline how workspace
design influences the perception of the physical environment of employees.
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2. Contemporary Approaches to Workspace Design.
2.1 Personalization vs Communal Work Stations.
Through the ever-changing demands of our current society and its technological
advances, workspace design largely follows an open-plan concept. Although open
plan offices provide many benefits, the disadvantages of communal workstations are
constantly issued. In fact, “the limited attention paid to the interaction between
workspace and individuals by businesses...makes the design…a relatively unmanaged
risk” (Davis, M. C. 2011). Open plan concepts may hinder mental satisfaction through
“the greater opportunity for cognitive overload or over-stimulation” (Davis, M. C. 2011)
that occurs through lack of privacy. The main goal of open plan offices is to improve
communication between employees to enhance creativity and productivity. However,
the lack of individualized workspaces and privacy has led to discomfort and
dissatisfaction in the work environment. A study in 2015 showed that “employees have
complained that they feel too exposed, combined with too much noise, they are not
concentrated enough” (Delight office 2015). Each individual has his/her own rhythm
and workflow, which is disturbed by breaking down all personal space, whereby the
solution is to differentiate design plans. A combination of leisure spaces to
communicate and boost creativity as well as isolation booths for private phone calls
reduces discomfort accordingly.
For example, the design method of estudio IGLOO office combines a large work
area with stress-relieving zones (Tapia, 2018). The architects proposed an
intermediate zone that promotes physical activity and communication (image 1-2). For
this purpose, “(they) have two stools and a static bike. The first encourages social
encounters, and the second encourages healthy living and responsible consumption”
(Tapia, 2018). Another considerably important factor is non-territorial office design.
Nowadays, “hoteling” or “hot desking” follows the principle of cleaning desks of all
personal items at the end of a regular work day (Eslbach, Bechky 2007, 83). Nonterritorial workspaces are often combined with open plan concepts. The system works
through reserving a seat or choosing a seat on a first-come-first-serve basis (“hot
desking”). However, this does not always work optimally. Herzog & De Meuron’s
associate Yasmin Kherad claims that “theoretically everyone can sit at another desk
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every day, yet we all have our fixed workplaces1” (Kherad, 2018). The symbolism of
personal objects within the given workspace give employees affirmation of their work
identity. Consequently, eliminating all personalization threatens the individual
distinctiveness

of

employees.

(Eslbach,

Bechky

2007,

80-101).

Individual

distinctiveness creates meaning in the work environment, rather than status symbols.
Through some personalization at work the well-being of the employees can further
increase the motivation within the contemporary workspace.

Image 1-2 Intermediate zone/bicycle2

1

Translated by Author (Appendix A)
Image 1 Tapia, Daniel. “Estudio IGLOO Office / Estudio IGLOO.” ArchDaily, ArchDaily, 9 Apr. 2018,
www.archdaily.com/891911/estudio-igloo-office-estudio-igloo. Accessed 27 Mar. 2019.
2
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2.2 Benefits of Workspace Design on Productivity.
“The dictionary defines ‘productivity’ as the state of producing rewards or
results” (Van der Voordt 2014, 135). Regarding, to the physical environment of the
workspace, productivity and output are synonymous. According to Theo Van der
Voordt, four factors can affect productivity in an office environment: personal
characteristics, social factors, organizational characteristics and physical environment
(Van der Voordt 2014, 135). Performance and job satisfaction are in direct correlation
with the physical environment at work, as can be shown through environmental
psychology. Vischer claims that “the largest number of environmental psychology
studies of workspace has focused on floor configuration and furniture layouts in the
open plan office. Research indicates that these environmental factors have the
greatest influence on worker satisfaction and performance” (Vischer 2007, 178).
According to Van der Voordt, performance output is a direct reaction to the well-being
of employees: “For employees, a very important factor is gaining pleasure from their
work” (Van der Voordt 20014, 134). In Van der Voordt’s analysis productivity can be
measured through the actual labor of productivity, perceived productivity, amount of
time spent and indirect indicators. In this case, perceived productivity is the most
important variable since it translates the actual labor of productivity (Van der Voordt
20014, 136). Certain elements of the physical environment in a contemporary
workspace can influence the well-being at work. For instance, the openness of the
layout, height of partitions and ceilings as well as access to technology are factors that
play into the psychology of employees (Vischer 2007, 179). Even though an open
layout is favored, personalization and decorative signage affect the motivation at work.
Vischer explains that, “architectonic details…convey meaning and can have symbolic
significance that affects people emotionally” (Vischer 2007, 179). The quality of the
work life develops through the attention to the physical environment of employees
(Kaye, Sutton 1985, 267-287).
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2.3 Lean Office Design
History
Lean office design is a concept that focuses on creating workflow and freeing
up time (Danielson 2013, 167-180). First introduced in 1980, “lean office design
increasingly calls for a space to be stripped of extraneous decorations so that it can
flexibly accommodate changing numbers of people and different office functions within
the same area” (Knight, Haslam 2014, 199). The concept was often used by the
manufacturers of Toyota, to reduce lead times and increase production (Chen, Cox
2012, 17). Lean office design can be categorized into a neo-tayloristic approach
(standardization of office design) and a team-based approach (organizational office
design) (Danielson 2013, 167-180) among others.
Main Characteristics
Lean office design’s main feature is standardizing the environment of an office
to eliminate any form of hierarchy. This “horizontal” approach supports communication
throughout the entire office, regardless of the individual’s status. Therefore, the main
principle is minimalism, employing little to no decoration. In addition, this neo-tayloristic
approach forces a clean desk policy (the basis of lean office design), in keeping with
the standardization policy (Danielson 2013, 167-180). Similarly, the team based
approach also features a clean desk policy, although some personal objects are
tolerated. The main difference between these approaches is the standardization. The
team-based approach uses design to enhance the environment and teamwork of the
office. In this case team zones are encouraged to enhance exchange and
communication (image 3).
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Image 3 Diagram of team based lean office design .

The team based approach exercises spontaneous meetings with coworkers and
supervisors. This happens in “activity nodes” that are provided by the spatial
arrangement of the office. In image 3 the “activity nodes” are circled as internal
meetings (Danielson 2013, 167-180). Another principle of lean office design is constant
improvement in pursuit of perfection (Chen, Cox 2012, 17). A key phase of constant
improvement to identify valuable and non-valuable elements in the office environment,
disposing of the non-valuable elements. Another phase is creating a map that
demonstrates the circulation in an office and how this can be improved (Chen, Cox
2012, 24). This also means reducing unnecessary furniture and design elements,
which makes this approach “at odds with evidence that office workers’ quality of life
can be enriched by office landscaping” (Knight, Haslam 2014, 199).
An example of lean office design and the reduction of wasteful items is the
architecture office Oria in Shanghai (image 4). The minimalist design approach is used
to enhance creativity within the space. The use of lean office design leaves the

3

Danielsson,Christina Bodin. 2013. An explorative review of the Lean office concept. Journal of Corporate Real
Estate, Vol. 15 Issue: 3/4. P 170..
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workspace almost empty to elevate the architectural models and promote
communication through the entire workforce (image 5). Another benefit of this design
approach is the creative thinking through minimal distractions within the office. The
space works as a gallery and office at the same time, creating a space for creative
expression and efficient working.

Image 4 Oria’s workstations

4

Image 5 Oria’s gallery

4

Images 4-5 by Chen, Collin. “ORIA's Office / Shanghai ORIA Planing & Design.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, February
19, 2019.https://www.archdaily.com/911475/orias-office-shanghai-oria-planing-and-design?ad_medium=gallery.
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Conclusion
In general, Lean office design describes an approach that reduces waste and
frees up time (Endley 2006, 34-38). The main design element used in lean office design
is minimalism (Endley 2006, 34-38), through which the lean approach attempts to aid
creative thinking as the designer Shuang explains about Oria’s office: “If this space is
boring, the architects working here may have only one thing left, that is, the poverty of
thinking, which will make people feel desperate” (Shuang 2019). However, this
minimalistic approach leaves no room for personalization, which promotes a sense of
belonging among employees. The focus lies almost solely on work efficiency rather
than the well-being of employees. Lean office design is therefore an approach that
works less for employees’ well-being and more for their productivity at work.
2.4 Activity based working.
History
Activity based working (ABW) describes a design approach where the activity
decides the layout of an office. ABW was first introduced in an article written by Allen
and Gerstberger in 1973, in which the authors describe the “non-territorial office” at
IBM in the 1970s (Lindell 2005, 7). The concept began as an open plan office where
flexible partitions and workstations were introduced. The idea behind the office layout
was to enhance communication between groups to encourage problem solving (Lindell
2005, 7). Each employee could position themselves wherever they could work best
including superior positions. A decade later the topic was re-introduced by architects
Robert Luchetti and Phillip Stone as “activity settings”. In their article “Your office is
where you are” they acknowledge that an all-purpose workstation for one person was
no longer suitable (Luchetti, Stone 1985). Instead, they realized the need for
accessible quiet spaces, shared technology, meeting rooms and teleconferencing
spaces (Lindell 2005, 8). The design approach only began to attracted interest around
2010 (Lindell 2005, 8), and was successfully introduced in the Netherlands by
Veldhoen+Companies, which later led to international projects such as Microsoft's
Office in Amsterdam (2008) (Lindell 2005, 8).
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Image 6 Microsoft office, Amsterdam 2008

Main Characteristics
The basis of this design approach is to create workstations that are best suited
for the activity at hand. These activity settings promote creativity and encourage
communication between all layers of a hierarchical office (Luchetti, Stone 1985). The
concept uses flexible workplaces that are no longer assigned to an individual. In
addition, rotation inside the space is forced by the different workstations allowing for
physical activity in an office. This in return promotes workflow and circulation
throughout the office as seen in images 7 and 8 (Luchetti, Stone 1985).

5

Sanyal, Ruchira, et al. “Inside Microsoft Office |10 Coolest Things You Get as a Microsoft Employee!” Student
Resource - Learning Centre | Letsintern.com, 26 Dec. 2016, www.letsintern.com/blog/inside-microsoft-office-10coolest-things-you-get-as-a-microsoft-employee/.
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Images 7-8 Example of activity set workflow

6

6

Images by: Stone, Philip, Luchetti, Robert.1985.Your office is where you are. Harvard Business Review Vol. 63,
102.
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The diagrams display the circulation with activity based workstations. They
create a non-linear workflow by understanding the value of different spaces that
address different needs within an office. Sydney’s commonwealth bank was one of
the first ABW offices in Australia leading to a new work practice for the business driven
(Frost collective 2011). The space creates a flexible workspace through the ABW
approach and responds to the needs of the workers (Frost collective 2011). As seen
in the image below the office space features a large number of different workstations
to initiate flow and movement throughout the office. According to the article by Frost
collective “enthusiasm, idea creation and commitment” are the outcomes of “its ABW
office fit out” (Frost collective 2011). The design uses signage and different color
schemes to distinguish the activity settings.

Image 9 Sydney commonwealth green, yellow and blue floor levels

7

7

Image by: “A New Way of Working - Commonwealth Bank.” Frost*collective, 2011.
https://www.frostcollective.com.au/projects/a-new-way-of-working-commonwealth-bank.
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Conclusion
Activity based working is set to increase productivity and stimulate
communication while retaining employees’ job satisfaction (Appel-Meulenbroek,
Groenen 2011, 122.135). Through activity settings movement is forced inside the
space, whereby each task can be performed at a different workstation. Nonetheless,
the major disadvantage of this approach is “the lack of opportunity for the employees
to personalize their workspace, which may have a negative effect on morale” (Lindell,
Vicky 2015, 10). This type of office setting can be a major adjustment for employees,
which does not always increase job satisfaction and social activity. However, Lindell
claims that “that activity-based offices showed lower risk of emotional health problems
and less days of sick leave” (Lindell, Vicky 2015, 10). Overall, ABW is a contemporary
workspace design approach that caters to the modern needs of employees today.
2.5 A Brief Comparison.
The ABW approach differs from the lean office approach by using different
zones. While lean office design largely standardizes the design and layout of the office,
ABW creates different zones to cater to different activities. Different activity settings
improve the quality of communication since employees are constantly moving to their
next destination, thus causing random run-ins with other employees. Lean office
design essentially focuses on efficiency. The main goal is to eliminate as much waste
as possible to free up time and fulfill shorter deadlines. This in return, enhances the
productivity within an office, since the entire team works to meet this goal. On the other
hand, ABW focuses more on the tasks to be performed in the moment rather than the
overall efficiency. Communication is a feature that is important to both workspace
design approaches, both of which the rotation of leading roles and collaboration within
all layers of an office. ABW uses different workstations for employees to rotate through
the entire office regardless of the original position. Both ABW and lean office design
limit branding or personalization. Lean office design allows for no personalized work
stations, whereby desks are no longer assigned to a single person, but are rather
available for the entire workforce. When examining these two approaches towards
workspace design both have features that benefit performativity within the office.
However, ABW focuses equally on employees’ job satisfaction and productivity while
lean office design solely focuses on efficiency.
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3. Case Studies
3.1 Introduction
The case studies following this brief introduction are a collection of office design
concepts, that have been realized from 2010 onwards. Both the ABW and the lean
office design approach can be seen in each of these case studies, especially in the
layout of the different office spaces. Furthermore, these case studies have been
chosen due to their differences to provide a clear comparison of contemporary
workspace design. Two major corporate companies (Soundcloud and Cisco Meraki)
have been analyzed in addition to two smaller businesses (LoCa and Multidisciplinary),
to compare the design strategy used in smaller spaces with less employee capacity.
The workspaces are examined in terms of their layout, lighting, noise and color.
3.2 Soundcloud Headquarter by Kino
Context
In 2014, Kinzo designed the new headquarters for the “internationally
renowned online platform soundcloud” (Sanchez 2014). The workspace covers over
three floors and adds up to roughly 4000 square meters. The former brewery, close to
the historic Berlin Wall, was renewed and designed for 180 employees. The office
landscape aims to create a “virtual community”, whereby each corner of the workspace
has a different function for the employees as seen in the image above. The architect’s
office Kinzo founded by Karim El-Ishwami, Martin Jacobs and Chris Middleton ensured
to keep the old spirit of the factory alive by keeping the exposed brick wall structure
and ceiling details.
Layout and Design Approach
According Chris Middleton the contemporary work space trend has shifted from
open plan layouts to “teamwork, more communication and less hierarchy” (Mittelstädt
2016). In order to remove hierarchy in the office design of Soundcloud, Kinzo uses the
ABW design approach. This becomes evident in their use of the “desk sharing
concept”, which forces workers to find the right space for their activity (Mittlestädt
2016). The Soundcloud headquarters is divided into different themed rooms to cater
to each individual activity. The red marked areas in the ground plan (image 10) each
17

represent a different zone with a different function. Kinzo plays with creating a layout
that transcends from loud to quiet spaces. For example, the “Think tanks” act as
informal meeting grounds (image 16). The different activity settings such as the
classroom (image 11), encourages creative exchange. Kinzo creates a certain
dynamic in each activity setting to indicate the function.

Image 10 Soundcloud Ground plan

8

Lighting
The combination of indoor lighting and natural light creates comfortable
illuminance. According to Jacqueline Visher “improving lighting quality in the workplace
improves task performance and reduces eye strain” (Visher 1996, 137). Kinzo uses
large pendant lighting over each workstation (image 12) in combination with large
windows to allow enough daylight to enter the space. The ceiling exposes technical
details with added spotlights throughout the space. Even in between the acoustic
ceiling (image 13) lighting shines through to highlight spaces that are not naturally lit.
The library and the silent room (image 15 and 16) have ambient lighting to underline
their calming function. Kinzo uses lighting to exaggerate the functionality of the
workstations.

8

Images 10-17 by Sanchez, Daniel. “New Soundcloud Headquarters / KINZO Berlin.” ArchDaily, ArchDaily, 9 July
2014, www.archdaily.com/522788/new-soundcloud-headquarter-kinzo-berlin. Accessed 17 Apr. 2019.
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Noise
The red thread in almost all Kinzo designs is the innovative use of acoustic
materials (Mittelstädt 2016). Kinzo uses acoustic paneling all across the ceiling to
minimize sound travel (image 13), whereby “even the lighting has acoustic functions”
(Mittelstädt 2016)9. “Studies of the impact of ambient noise, sounds, music, etc. tend
to show that increased levels of noise lead to increased arousal and stress” (Akshay
and Rogelberg 2009, 9). In images 12 and 13 the acoustic method to reduce noise can
be seen. For the Soundcloud headquarters, sound was a priority. The rooms “were
carefully measured for optimal sound10” (Zwerenz 2014). This is especially true for the
“think tanks”, which offer informal meeting areas for the workforce (image 16).
Color
Kinzo’s use of color, especially in the so called “think tanks” (image 16), inspire
“a number of general and universal reactions” (Brinnen 2013, 143). Although the use
of yellow and magenta can be seen as bold and disruptive, objective impressions of
the colors are mostly positive. This maybe the reason for its use in the universal
“Gameroom” (image 17). A study by Gilbert Brighouse showed that yellow creates a
“cheerful, inspiring, vital” impression while magenta is preserved as “dignified and
mystic” (Brinnen 2013, 143). Kinzo’s use of color creates a functional atmosphere in
each activity zone. For instance, the blue color of the silent room (image 16) has a
calming, effect. A study in 2004 showed that blue was preferred by 80% of the subjects
over other primary colors (Epps, Hall 2004, 397).

9

Translation by author.

10

Ibid.
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Image 11 Classroom.

Image 12 Pendant lighting.
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Image 13 Acoustic Ceiling in the kitchen.

Image 14 Library box.
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Images 15 Silent room.

Image 16 Think Tanks.

22

Image 17 Game room.
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3.3 LoCa Studio Office by LoCa Studio
Context
The design studio for the architect’s office LoCa is located next to Plaza de
Espana in Barcelona. The former industrial warehouse served the first Barcelona fair
in 1929 and was originally built for exhibitions. In 2019 LoCa built its office studio in
one of these spaces, including two mezzanine floors, with a height of 9m that leaves
the middle open, creating a dramatic appearance (Ott 2019). Construction of the 130square meter large space was completed in 2018. The open floorplan includes
standardized work desks with no private zones aside from the communal kitchen.
Layout and Design Approach
LoCa studio arguably uses parts of the lean office design approach. This
becomes visible in the office layout seen in the ground plans (images 18 and 19). The
minimalist design approach follows the lean office design concept. LoCa simply added
inbuilt furniture elements with simple geometry in this open plan layout. The limited use
of materials and decor create a minimalistic appearance. The main elements
throughout this design are simplicity and functionality. Additionally, the layout presents
no visible form of hierarchy, whereby workstations and the communal kitchen are all
designed similarly to eliminate superiority. This is another indicator that this office
design follows the lean concept. Simple inbuilt shelving frames the space and different
workstations. The element that contradicts the lean office design approach is the net
connecting the mezzanine floors (image 20). Therefore, LoCa uses only parts of the
lean office design concept, adding colorful design elements to achieve an attractive
office design for employees.

24
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Image 18 First floor .

Image 19 Second Floor.

Image 20 Long section.
11

Images 18-24 by Ott, Clara. “LoCa Studio Office / LoCa Studio.” ArchDaily, 21 Feb. 2019,
www.archdaily.com/911834/loca-studio-office-loca-studio.
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Lighting
Natural lighting is a key factor that influences work morale. According to Yasmin
Kherad, “lighting is extremely important”, whereby poor lighting affects the productivity
of the entire team (Kherad 2019). The skylight is an additional design tool in this
particular example that portrays how lighting can increase motivation within a space
(image 21). This is due to the effect of lighting on the individual psychology. The
combination of natural and fluorescent lighting in this space creates a comfortable
environment for productive work. Without sufficient light, work morale dramatically
declines and can lead to depression (Vischer 2005). LoCa studio uses the design tool
of light throughout the space to promote motivation.
Noise
Since the building used to be an old warehouse, the ceiling construction holds
its historical structure. The pitched roof creates a double height in the center of the
room allowing for sound to travel (image 22). The only barrier is the mezzanine floors,
which create a buffer between the ceiling structure and the floor. Sound can be
controlled by placing absorbent objects around, these do not necessarily have to have
acoustic insulation. The objects around the space either absorb or diffuse sound to
minimize echo or loud sound travel (Cox and D’Antonio 2004,7). Accordingly, noise
can be controlled, albeit only to a certain extent since all workstation are exposed.
Color
The hint of color creates a playfulness within the office (image 23). The hint of
yellow throughout the space brings even more light to the warehouse (image 24).
According to Faber Birren yellow has an invigorating effect on the nervous system,
even though some may perceive the color as irritating (Birren 2013, 47). Additionally,
yellow is thought of associated with sunshine, mimicking the effect of daylight even in
the first floor of LoCa studio, which does not have a large number of windows (image
20). In contrast to the concrete material, soft birch and yellow accents brightens the
otherwise darker warehouse, leading to a more attractive office setting to enhance
employees’ perception of the space.
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Image 21 Skylight.

Image 22 Roof structure/workstations.
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Image 23 Mezzanine floors.

Image 24 First floor.
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3.4 Cisco Meraki by Studio O+A
Context
Studio O+A created the original design for the office of the tech company Cisco
Meraki (Goerogi, Mcnamara 2016). After their completion in 2013 Studio O+A came
back to design the second floor of 5170 square meter (image 27) adding to the growing
company and increasing spatial needs. The office is located in San Francisco and
spreads over 1022 square meter. Studio O+A uses a unique play of color throughout
the space creating dramatic interventions. In both 2013 and 2017, the overall design
of the office did not significantly alter, showing that the concept used within the space
was successful.
Layout and Design Approach
When examining the overall design of the office, it becomes clear that the
design approach is ABW. Through the wooden pavilions, studio O+A breaks up the
fourth floor (image 25) creating private meeting areas (image 28). Moreover, the
wooden cladded walls have in built niches for employees to catch a break, reflecting
another color-coded activity setting (image 33). Seating elements underneath the
windows act as community hotspots around the office which can be seen on the ground
plan of the fifth floor (image 26). Each space is defined by color and pattern, to
emphasize the activity setting. Through the use of quiet and loud zones the office holds
unique spaces that each have a different character. This can be seen for example in
the private phone booths, an office trend that has emerged in recent years (image 29).
The layout strategy of Studio O+A keeps circulation paths clear while storage is hidden
away in custom full height doors (Studio O+A 2018).
Lighting
The ceiling-to-floor windows allow a large amount of light to flood the space, yet
there is sufficient fluorescent lighting for workstations and meeting rooms. The lighting
is kept cool toned and bounces of the different colors and patterns of the room. On the
fourth floor the ceilings are lined with light railings (image 30), whose cables create
playful forms in the hallways to guide the employees’ path. Additionally, Studio O + A
uses lighting as an aesthetic add on more than a functional tool. Each activity zone is
peacocking with different styled lighting (images 31-32), which underlines the
functionality of the room yet undermines the functionality of a well-lit space.
29

Noise
Studio O+A uses padded niches inside the wooden cladded walls for employees
to enjoy some privacy (image 33). Furthermore, the carpeting absorbs sound in the
hallways of the floor to reduce distracting noise throughout the office. The private
phone booths (image 29) have double-sealed glass doors to protect the individual
inside from unwanted listeners. The control of sound is especially important in large
corporations such as Cisco Meraki. “Noise becomes increasingly troublesome the
more it deviates from the base level of background noise, when it is not controlled by
the perceiver, or when it is unpredictable” (Askay, Spivack 2010, 6). In general, Studio
O+A uses layout strategies, acoustic materials and quiet zones to control sound travel
in this large office space.
Color
The design uses color schemes to separate and enhance the different rooms
creating a unique flow throughout the office. On a large scale the activity settings are
helpful to create a community that avoids becoming lost in the large space.
Additionally, the colorful interior can influence the emotions of the employees: “in
rooms, colors have been shown to affect the perceived size and temperature of rooms”
(Askay, Rogelberg 2009). “The warmer spectrum of colors has also been shown to be
associated with the perceived creativity potential of a room and increased creative
performance” (Askay, Rogelberg 2009). Both warmer and colder spectrums of colors
appear in the office of Cisco Meraki (see image 34) which in turn can enhance
performance and creativity.
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Image 25 Fourth Floor groundplan.

12

Image 26 Fifth floor groundplan.

12

Images 25-26 by Aguilar, Cristian. “Cisco Offices / Studio O+A.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, January 25,
2014.https://www.archdaily.com/469722/meraki-now-cisco-offices-studio-o-a?ad_medium=gallery.
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Image 27 Second floor groundplan .

Image 28 Informal meeting area.
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Image 27 by Caballero, Pilar. 2018. “Cisco Meraki / Studio O+A.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily. December 6. Accessed
April 18. https://www.archdaily.com/904888/cisco-meraki-studio-o-plus-a.
14
Image 28 by Howarth, Dan. 2017. Cisco Offices by Studio O+A Features Wooden Meeting Pavilions. Dezeen.
November 10. Accessed April 18. https://www.dezeen.com/2014/01/18/cisco-offices-by-studio-oa-featurewooden-meeting-pavilions/.
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Image 29 Private phone booths.

Image 30 Pendant light railing in the hallway.
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Image 29 by Caballero, Pilar. 2018. “Cisco Meraki / Studio O+A.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily. December 6. Accessed
April 18. https://www.archdaily.com/904888/cisco-meraki-studio-o-plus-a.
16
Images 25-26 by Aguilar, Cristian. “Cisco Offices / Studio O+A.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, January 25,
2014.https://www.archdaily.com/469722/meraki-now-cisco-offices-studio-o-a?ad_medium=gallery.
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Image 31 Lighting in the open meeting room

17

Image 32 Lighting in the formal meeting room.

17

Images 31-32 by Aguilar, Cristian. “Cisco Offices / Studio O+A.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, January 25,
2014.https://www.archdaily.com/469722/meraki-now-cisco-offices-studio-o-a?ad_medium=gallery.
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Image 33 Privacy niches.

18

Image 34 Color schemes.
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Images 33-34 by Caballero, Pilar. 2018. “Cisco Meraki / Studio O+A.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily. December 6.
Accessed April 18. https://www.archdaily.com/904888/cisco-meraki-studio-o-plus-a.
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3.5 Multidisciplinary Design by Roman Izquierdo Bouldstridge
Context
In 2019, architect Ramon Izquierdo Bouldstridge designed a mid-nineteenth
century space into a multidisciplinary design office Barcelona. The design concept
blends the old structure with the new geometry, melting together nature and the human
(Tapia 2019). The intention of the architect was to show off the materiality of the space,
peeling back the walls to expose the brick structure (Tapia 2019). The office of 69
square meters includes a kitchen and a larger meeting room.
Layout and Design Approach
Bouldstridge uses the standardization method of lean office design since the
interior is mirrored throughout (image 36). The layout of the office uses the dimensions
of three separate rooms to define their function similarly to the ABW design approach.
The height of the rooms determines the amount of daylight that enters the space,
defining the level of privacy. As seen in the ground plan (image 35) the first separate
room (1) is a private workstation with a long desk, available for spontaneous internal
meetings. The second room (2) serves as a meeting spot for more private discussions.
The third room (3) has three workstations that seem to have their own facade through
their shelving frames. Additionally, the third room (3) acts as a seamless continuum for
the eye due to the mirroring effect of the shelving frames (image 37). Bouldstridge uses
features of both ABW and lean office design approach for this office design.
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Image 35 Floor plan by Roman izquierdo Bouldstridge .

Bouldstridge uses the design tool of the Torii to achieve the mirrored interior
space (image 38). The Torii are Japanese symbolic gateways that signal the transition
from profane to sacred, and they are located mostly at the entrance of Shinto shrines
(Hub Japan 2016). As seen in image 37 the repeated element in this design creates a
bridge between the abstract and the concrete. The pathway created by the Torii
inspired shelves infuses a certain rhythm and flow connecting each space seamlessly.
Additionally, the geometry of the space generates two corridors (image 38), which
provides a private environment in the open office space. The translucent Torii
pathways bring more depth to the space, since the workstations are quite exposed.
The design tool of the shelving creates structure in the layout of the space, encouraging
an interactive experience.
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Images 35-30 by Goula, Adria, Tapia, Daniel. “Office of Multidisciplinary Design / Roman Izquierdo
Bouldstridge.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, April 10, 2019. https://www.archdaily.com/914611/office-of-multidisciplinarydesign-roman-izquierdo-bouldstridge.
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Lighting
Bouldstridge uses railings of lighting throughout the main workspace of the
office (image 39). This illuminates individual workstations, focusing on the working
surfaces. Due to the large windows in the main room (image 39) a large amount of
daylight enters the space. Arguably, the amount of daylight can cause temperature
changes, this leading to discomfort in the office. Through daylight the room can rapidly
increase in temperature, “which has been found to be associated with decrements in
performance, motivation, and satisfaction with the environment” (Askay, Spivack 2010,
9). Bouldstridge also uses lighting to determine the levels of privacy in a space by
allowing different amount of daylight inside each section. Using lighting as a tool to
create space can influence the atmosphere in these designated rooms.
Color
The color used in this design approach is monotone throughout, thus adding to
the minimalist appearance of the space. The objective perception of white by humans
is that of purity and cleanliness (Birren, 2013, 143). Visually, white offers a heightened
perception of space. It works in a reflective manner, mirroring its surroundings, which
in turn creates one elongated space. The contrast to the wooden shelving is even more
defined by the use of all white furniture, which reduces the appearance of sterility of
the space. Regarding the concept, white blends together the interior into seamless
transitions, which is the effect Bouldstridge aimed to achieve.
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Image 36 Main workspace.

Image 37 Continuous space.
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Image 38 Torii Shelves.

Image 39 Lighting.
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3.6 Evaluation.
The case studies analyzed in this thesis provide an overview of what can be
defined as a contemporary workspace. While examining the different designs, the
recurring element of open workstations is seen. Each of these office designs have
found a way to make innovative use of the space. Overall, the design tools used in
these offices enhance the motivation of employees through spatial arrangement,
lighting, noise control and color. The benefits of the design tools used in these case
studies are listed comparatively in the table below.
Case Studies

Layout and
Design approach

Lighting

Noise

Color

Soundcloud
Headquarters by
Kinzo

- ABW using
different zones:
“think tanks” and
“silent room”

- Acoustic
materials in
pendant
lighting

-Color schemes
define activity
zones.

LoCa studio by
LoCa

- Lean office
design
- Minimalistic
design approach
- no obvious
indication of
hierarchy.

- No
additional
acoustic
insulation.
- Large
ceiling may
cause echo.

- The color
scheme focuses
around yellow
- Yellow creates
an uplifting
atmosphere.

Cisco Meraki by
Studio O+A

- ABW using color
scheme like the
blue meeting area.
- Decorative items
flood the space

- Lighting in
exposed ceiling.
- Pendant
lighting over
desks.
- Natural
lighting through
windows.
- Informal
Lighting
- Desk lamps
and strips of
lighting.
- Natural light
through the
skylight.
- Lighting is
decorative
- Lighting
becomes part of
the design
- Daylight
through
windows

Multidisciplinary
design by
Roman Izquierdo
Bouldstridge

- ABW and lean
office design.
- Minimalist
appearance.
- Different meeting
rooms set different
activity zones.

- Acoustic
properties in
informal
meeting
areas.
- Informal
break room
padded with
acoustic
material.
- Acoustic
insulation is
not added.
- Walls are
cladded with
stone

- Color schemes
and geometric
patterns
- Use of
“workplace fun”
design method.
- Each room
focuses has
different pattern
and color.
- The white interior
creates the image
of cleanliness
- Natural wooden
elements add
color.

- Lighting
railings
- Large
windows add
natural light
-The amount of
lighting defines
the privacy of
the room.
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While examining the different case studies, it becomes clear that the ABW
approach is more appropriate for larger corporate offices. With a larger capacity of
employees’ different zones aid communication between all parts of a company. In the
example of the music platform Soundcloud the ABW approach supports the needs of
employees. The transition of quite to loud spaces makes a more appealing
environment. Similarly, Cisco Meraki’s office space promotes communication using
ABW. The combination of teamwork areas and private areas provides employees the
opportunity for concentrated and collaborative work. By contrast, LoCa design studio’s
open plan layout exposes employees to one another without a space for privacy.
Additionally, Bouldstridge uses a similar open plan layout, whereby the single rooms
only differ in the amount of daylight that enters. Furthermore, the all-white space
evokes the association of sterility, potentially making an uncomfortable environment.
The use of quiet and loud zone combines communicative exchange and concentrated
work. Both Soundcloud headquarters and Cisco meraki use the ABW approach to
create these transitional zones. This approach to design benefits the overall needs of
employees today, creating an attractive and functional workspace.
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4. A Design Proposal for Weissbierbrauerei Berlin.
4.1 Context.
Located at Berliner Strasse 80 (image 40), the Weissbierbrauerei is a
historically

preserved

building

and

stands

under

the

law

of

Berlins’

Denkmalschutzgesetz. The Willner Weissbierbrauerei was bought in 1883 by Emil
Willner, being turned into a brewery and a malthouse. Until 1990, the brewery
continued to thrive, hosting events in the “Biergarten” and nightclubs such as the “Klub
der Republik”. In 2017, the former owner of Karstadt Nicolas Berggruen sold the
brewery to a small investment company. Now it will be remodeled and will host different
businesses such as the coffee shop chain Spreegold. The second floor will potentially
become an office for the architecture firm Herzog & De Meuron and will serve as the
workspace design proposal.

Image 40 Site plan not to scale.

20

20

Images 40-48 Provided by Author
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4.2 Concept
The layout of a space often creates the rhythm of work. Especially concerning
ABW, different functional spaces create pace throughout an office. Therefore, ABW is
used in this design proposal. This can be seen through the grid, which is based on the
original supporting structure of WBB (image 41). This grid maps out the dimensions of
individual rooms, to determine different zones and their functionality. The activity
settings include a communal space, workstations, confidential zone and a
hotbox/conference zone (image 41). The functionality of the rooms can be
reinterpreted as temperature, shifting from cooler to hotter spaces. From the data
collected, the benefits obtained from this design method are movement and
communication as well as creativity and productivity.

Image 41 Concept diagram.
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4.3 Workspace Design Analysis
Layout and Design Approach
Following the analysis of the case studies, this design proposal follows the ABW
approach. One activity setting is the private library which also acts as an informal
meeting spot (image 46). Another activity zone is the workshop space, which is
separate for confidential reasons (image 42). The workstations are open, whereby all
employees face each other. Employees can communicate easily, as an architecture
office needs “a place that creates compact communication” (Kherad 2019). The
movement created by ABW encourages spontaneous interactions (image 42).
Furthermore, the large furniture element combines three different functions in one
(image48). By addressing the need for privacy and personalization this space includes
different beneficial aspects. The different activity setting creates a tailored workspace,
thus benefitting the employees’ well-being.
Lighting
The design uses aesthetic lighting in combination with functional lighting.
Daylight is sources by the large number of windows throughout. Pendant lighting about
the desks as well as desk lamps act as fluorescent lighting (image 43). The activity
zones are highlighted with pendant lamps (image 46) to underline their functional
definition and separate them from the main workspace.
Noise
Multiple design tools used in this design enhance the well-being inside the
space. The juxtaposed materials of concrete and birch wood act as a natural buffer
between the brick exposed walls (image 44). To reduce noise, the private library is
lined with acoustic material, acting as a sanctuary from the outside. To additionally
reduce noise, an elongated wall shields sound from traveling (image 42). Accordingly,
the area behind the wall can be used to accept private phone calls, or as a waiting
room for potential clients.
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Color
The colors of burnt orange and teal blue accentuate the functions of the different
zones (image 45). The teal blue kitchen defines the space even more to create one
room even though the setting is open (image 45). Inside the industrial space teal blue
creates a connection to nature since this is the main association to the color. On the
other hand, burnt orange could evoke emotional associations such as shelter and
warmth, conveying a high degree of positivity and thus encouraging a positivelycharged environment (Color Psychology, 2019).
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Image 42 Groundplan.
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Image 43 Long section.

Image 44 Short section.
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Image 45 section zooms

Image 46 library .

Image 47 Entrance.
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Image 48 Furniture.
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5. Conclusion
Through the revolution of technology, we are no longer tied to a desk, whereby
office spaces have become symbolic testaments rather than necessary means to work.
The benefits of contemporary workspace design focus on the well-being of employees,
enhancing the productivity within the office. The new needs of the “work nomad” have
redefined the image of the traditional office space. Contemporary workspace design
has developed to meet these needs by creating unconventional spaces that combine
work the leisure. This positively affects the environmental psychology of employees
regarding their personal well-being, which is the major benefit of contemporary
workspace design. Measures that benefit the environmental psychology are spatial
arrangement, personalized items, natural lighting, noise control and color. The design
approach of the ABW and lean office design have shown the effects on workspaces
by using spatial arrangement. The use of functional activity zones creates ideal
requirements for the well-being at work. Nonetheless, the design approach for a
beneficial workspace depends on the capacity and typology of the office. Overall, the
future of contemporary workspace design will be driven by the ever-changing needs of
employees with the growing technology of today.
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7. Appendix A.
Interview with Yasmin Kherad Herzog & De Meuron.
This interview was conducted on the 18.02.2019 in German and has been translated
by the author. Yasmin Kherad joined Herzog & de Meuron in 2006 and became
Associate in 2012.
What did you imagine thinking of the WWB as your new office ?
•

Light filled rooms! White washed Walls would be perfect!

How would you arrange the rooms on the second floor of the WBB?
•

pen plan concept , 2-3 conference rooms, a small kitchen, storage for kitchen
gadgets and glasses etc., some seating arrangements. Two rooms that you
can lock if necessary.

You have a curtain enclosing this room (conference room)? Does it contain
acoustical properties?
•

Yes,this curtain is from baumann and separates the room.

What style would you prefer in you office?
•

simple , just a curtain to separate the conference room, no personalization of
work desks, yet some form of individualism still has to exist.

Which type of “zones” do you need for your office?
•

The employees do not need zones, every desk is the same.Theoretically
everyone can sit at another desk everyday, yet we all have our fixed
workplaces. Additional surfaces to roll out plans and an island for internal
meetings. In general, Conference rooms are often reserved for Project
managers, Property owners and so on. A separate area for printer and plotter.
A Workshop would be nice.

With your experience what to employees need to be productive?
•

Space and actually a lot of light.Lighting is extremely important. Before we
moved here we were somewhere else and there we had almost no daylight.
This affected the productivity. Here we have almost too much daylight but it
still is okay.

Do you use certain chairs at the desks
•

Some of us have comfortable office chairs but personally I like these wooden
chairs the best. When planning and office it is important to stick to the
guidelines of German law, a lot of things should be modular. I don't believe in
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chic offices the simpler the better. I used to work in offices where you're afraid
to break something. This prevent creativity, here it feels like you're at a
university.
Do you prefer closed or open plan offices ? which works better in your opinion?
•

Open plan offices are always better and simplicity for creativity. For
architecture offices it is important to be able to work together on projects, if
you always have to walk across the room if your have a question the creative
dialogue is inhibited.

Which color palette do you imagine for the space?
•

White walls are important, because we often hang plants on walls, so it should
be similar to a gallery. Curtains can be added as needed. The colors for those
should be as neutral as possible, of course wood brings some warmth to the
space otherwise it would be too grey.

Are there specific element you need in an office
•

A lot of space to roll out large plans.

How many meeting rooms would you need? Do you prefer a round or rectangular
table for meetings?
•
•

Two meeting rooms are necessary one for informal meetings and one for
formal meeting like the ones with project managers or property owners.
A round table can be used, however it should be large enough for plans to fit
on it.

What does your common room look like? Where does everybody meet?
•

We have a cafeteria in Basel, but mostly everyone eat out together. Here we
started a trend to eat breakfast together. Each week one of the team member
buys breakfast food and we eat in the kitchen.

Are the tables arranged to achieve a certain flow.
•

It just made sense to put all desks to one side. In the beginning those who
chose to sit by the window thought they had the best seat, but the windows
are not sealed properly. However we actually sit together to create compact
communication.

What do you imagine the contemporary workspace to be like?
•
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An Open plan office. What I dislike are google offices, either I go to work or to
the children's playground. These offers that they create, the slide that you
climb down, I don't know how this promotes creativity. Yet I think workspaces
that offer a combination of restaurants in the area, a place for physical activity
and other needs one may have can be successful. A place that creates
compact communication.

Does design impact the environment and the productivity of in an office?
•

Definitely, an aesthetically pleasing surrounding creates motivation.

Which design tools would have an effect on the atmosphere in an office?
•

Wall Color and lighting for the feeling. Appropriate furniture for the
corresponding work to be done, for example team work stations in open
offices. This also includes zones were one can withdraw from the office for a
meeting, to focus on a specific task or accept a discreet phone call.

How can these design tool be implemented?
•

It already begins with the ground plan and the layout of the space.

Do the requirements for a successful design change for every office or does it vary
for the office type? Is there a successful design “system”?
•

Of Course there are overall valid requirements that are identical in every
design such as the German “Arbeitsstättenrichtlinien” or the distance between
furniture. However, fundamentally one needs to individually plan case by case,
an architecture office has different requirements than a insurance office or
call-center.
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